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Nurse-Led Supportive Care Intervention for Men With Advanced Prostate Cancer: Healthcare Professionals’ Perspectives
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PURPOSE: To identify barriers and corresponding solutions for implementing a telephone-based, nurse-led supportive care intervention for men with advanced prostate cancer.

PARTICIPANTS & SETTING: 21 healthcare professionals with an average 15.81 years of experience in diverse prostate cancer care settings.

METHODOLOGIC APPROACH: Data from semistructured interviews were coded into the Theoretical Domains Framework and mapped to behavior change techniques (BCTs) to inform the development of an implementation schema.

FINDINGS: Barriers included lack of knowledge about the effectiveness of survivorship interventions and how to deliver them, low referral rates to psychosocial oncology care, low help-seeking behavior among men with advanced prostate cancer, lack of care coordination skills, and inadequate service capacity.
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Prostate cancer survivorship interventions are delivered from diagnosis to death and can alleviate the physical symptoms of cancer (Beaudry et al., 2018), reduce cancer-related distress, and enhance health-related quality of life (Chambers, Ng, et al., 2017). Broadly, prostate cancer survivorship interventions have four essential components: prevention, surveillance, intervention, and coordination for men living with prostate cancer and their partners (Hewitt, Greenfield, & Stovall, 2006). However, the scope and number of available survivorship interventions for men living with prostate cancer are limited. In a systematic review by Crawford-Williams et al. (2018) of interventions targeting the five domain areas of the American Cancer Society’s prostate cancer survivorship care guidelines (Skolarus et al., 2014), effective interventions were found for health promotion, physical side effects, and psychosocial management, although none were identified for improving surveillance or care coordination. Developing and implementing additional survivorship interventions is necessary to advance survivorship care and improve outcomes among survivors and their loved ones. However, intervention development is fraught with risk; many fail because of their clinical ineffectiveness, low uptake among healthcare professionals, or both (Alonso-Coello et al., 2010; Pollack, Hawkins, Peaker, Buchanan, & Risendal, 2011). Causes of failure are complex and often linked with factors beyond the intervention design, such as poor survivor engagement, limitations in technologic support, a lack of awareness or skill among healthcare professionals, low clinician support, resource limitations, challenging regulatory environments, and poorly implemented interventions (Pollack et al., 2011).
Implementing effective survivorship interventions is vital, because unmet needs among prostate cancer survivors remain high over time. An Australian study by Steginga et al. (2001) reported that as many as 33% of men have moderate to high needs. Another Australian study by Smith et al. (2007) indicated that 54% of men have unmet needs. A systematic review by Paterson, Robertson, Smith, and Nabi (2015) showed high unmet needs in men related to intimacy (65%), information (77%), physical symptoms (47%), and psychological distress (53%) worldwide.

For men with advanced disease, additional physical and psychological challenges can stem from treatment-related side effects from hormonal ablation, the main treatment for advanced disease, including mood disturbance, sarcopenia, increased fat mass, cognitive decline, fatigue, and sexual dysfunction (Australian Cancer Network Management of Metastatic Prostate Cancer Working Party, 2010). Compared to men with localized prostate cancer, men with advanced disease report higher levels of psychological distress and poorer quality of life (Bloch et al., 2007; Eton & Lepore, 2002). In addition, men with advanced prostate cancer have an increased risk of suicide compared to men with localized disease, and rural men have lower survival rates (Bill-Axelson et al., 2010; Dasgupta et al., 2019). Unmet psychological supportive care needs are highly prevalent in men with advanced prostate cancer, with more than half (54%) reporting unmet psychological needs (Smith et al., 2007). One in four men with advanced disease has a moderate to high need for help with feeling uncertain about the future, and one in five reports a moderate to high need for help with feeling anxious (Smith et al., 2007). About one in four men experiences regret about treatment decisions, which is associated with poorer quality of life and increased distress (Clark, Wray, & Ashton, 2001).

Emotional distress can predict further health deterioration (Punnen et al., 2013), with one study reporting a link between heightened psychological distress and declining physical health among men with advanced disease, including urinary, bowel, and sexual dysfunction (Orom, Biddle, Underwood, & Nelson, 2018). These data show that men living with prostate cancer face a sustained and varied burden of disease, highlighting the need for supportive care interventions that treat physical, psychological, and social symptoms.

**Purpose**

In a climate marked by sustained and extensive unmet needs, healthcare professionals must be equipped with effective supportive care interventions to care for men with advanced prostate cancer. However, several studies have reported concerns among healthcare professionals about the effectiveness and feasibility of interventions, such as support groups and survivorship care plans, leading to low referral rates (Oliffe et al., 2015; Steginga et al., 2007). In addition, barriers to sustaining and scaling these survivorship interventions include a lack of empirical program evaluations, unwillingness to refer, limited resources (Gosselin, Crane-Okada, Irwin, Tringali, & Wenzel, 2011), and lack of knowledge (Luxford, Hill, & Bell, 2006) and organizational support (Botti et al., 2006). Therefore, the authors interviewed healthcare professionals to identify barriers to implementing supportive care for men with prostate cancer and inform the creation of a preimplementation plan for a nurse-led supportive care intervention.

**FIGURE 1. Components, Modules, and Mechanisms of ProsCare**

**Components**
- Tailored to individual needs
- Telephone-based
- Delivered by prostate cancer specialist nurse
- For men with advanced cancer

**Modules**
- Decision support
- Treatment education with self-management and skills training for symptom effects, including exercise prescription
- Routine screening for psychological distress with referral
- Psychoeducation with tailored distress management strategies
- Communicating with healthcare professionals

**Mechanisms**
Addresses major challenges facing men (e.g., urinary incontinence, bowel dysfunction, sexual dysfunction, distress) and applies problem-solving therapy techniques to do the following:
- Define and formulate the nature of the problem(s).
- Generate potential solutions.
- Systematically evaluate outcomes and effects of solutions.
- Select an appropriate solution.
- Monitor solution outcome.

*Note.* From “Nurse-Led Supportive Care Intervention for Men With Advanced Prostate Cancer,” by N. Ralph et al., 2019, Oncology Nursing Forum, 46, p. 93. Copyright 2019 by Oncology Nursing Society. Adapted with permission.
care intervention for men with advanced prostate cancer called ProsCare, which has been reported elsewhere (Ralph, Chambers, Pomery, Ollife, & Dunn, 2019) and is outlined in Figure 1.

Participants and Setting
This study was approved by the Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC 2017/628). The authors conducted individual interviews with 21 Australian healthcare professionals working in prostate cancer care (7 RNs, 4 radiation oncologists, 3 urologists, 3 general practitioners, 1 medical oncologist, 1 psychologist, 1 physiotherapist, and 1 exercise physiologist). The mean age of participants was 53.52 years (SD = 8.42). Twelve participants were men, and nine were women. Participants’ mean practice experience was 25.48 years (SD = 10.11); their mean advanced prostate cancer experience was 15.81 years (SD = 9.49). Participants were contacted via a mailing list through the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council’s Centre for Research Excellence in Prostate Cancer Survivorship, and those expressing an interest in participating were consented. To be eligible, all participants were required to have more than five years of experience working in prostate cancer care and a role reflective of extensive expertise (e.g., consultant medical or surgical specialist, nurse specialist, senior allied health manager). Informed consent was obtained from all individuals included in the study. Quasi-structured interviews were conducted (time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. The Theoretical Domains Framework and Component Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/professional role and identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory, attention, and decision processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental context and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral regulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

range = 20 minutes to an hour), transcribed verbatim, checked for accuracy, and coded within NVivo. Participants were asked to describe the implementation climate for supportive care interventions, including barriers and enablers, men’s engagement with supportive care interventions, and perspectives on supportive care interventions (i.e., ProsCare).

**Ethical Approval**

All procedures involving human participants were performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the Griffith University HREC and with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

Data were consecutively and independently coded by two authors into a framework and were adjudged as being theoretically saturated using criteria established by Glaser and Strauss (2017) (Ralph, Birks, & Chapman, 2015). As used by French et al. (2012), the current authors adapted a stepped approach to direct data collection and analysis in which guiding questions informed the investigation of how to optimize processes of implementation.

**Methodologic Approach**

**Step 1: Who Needs to Do What Differently?**

Realist evaluation theory was used to investigate what works, in which circumstances, and for whom (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). The authors questioned participants on issues relating to an interventional schema that they concomitantly developed in another study (Ralph et al., 2019). The authors probed for data on interventional need, intervention delivery, and barriers to implementation by asking the following:

- What are the challenges that men with advanced prostate cancer face?
- What supports are available to men with advanced prostate cancer?
- How do healthcare professionals and men with advanced prostate cancer perceive psychosocial care?
- What contexts (e.g., geography) may influence the uptake of psychosocial interventions by men with prostate cancer or their use among healthcare professionals?

Prompting was used to encourage participants to expand on behavior-related barriers that affected the effectiveness or uptake of supportive care among men with advanced prostate cancer, who engages in these behaviors, and where and when these behaviors occur.

**Step 2: Which Barriers and Enablers Need to Be Addressed?**

The authors chose the Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) because it uses an evidence-based schema, derived from theory, for identifying determinants of behavior (Atkins et al., 2017; Michie, Johnston, Francis, Hardeman, & Eccles, 2008). The TDF contains 14 domains and associated characteristics, which can overlap and interrelate (see Table 1). These domains provide a way to categorize positive and negative influences on program implementation and opportunities to strengthen intervention design and process implementation (Atkins et al., 2017).

**Step 3: Which Intervention Components Could Overcome the Modifiable Barriers and Enhance the Enablers?**

As outlined by Michie et al. (2008), two authors collaboratively identified behavior change techniques (BCTs) to mitigate barriers and strengthen enablers related to implementation. Barriers to implementation were iteratively coded and refined until two authors agreed on their representativeness. BCTs were then mapped to the barriers identified in each TDF domain. The BCTs selected were chosen based on what the authors adjudged to be most suitable to the context and most likely to be feasible and ideal for scaling. Tested interventions aligned to the BCTs were then identified in the literature and mapped to reflect realist theory’s context–mechanism–outcome algorithm of implementation (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). The authors augmented the process used by French et al. (2012) by systematically searching CINAHL®, PubMed, PsycINFO, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, and Scopus for evidence on modes of delivery for behavior change. The authors used permutations of the following search terms: target behaviour, implementation intervention, behaviour change technique, and modifiable barrier. English articles dating back to 2000 and relevant to addressing barriers and enablers were selected by two reviewers (N.R. and K.L.) and referenced in findings using consensus. For example, low awareness of supportive care was an identified barrier; therefore, the authors mapped this to the TDF domain of knowledge and used the mapping table outlined in Michie et al. (2008) to the BCT of information provision, where interventions for providing information are referenced from a Cochrane Review (Forsetlund et al., 2009).

**Findings**

Data were coded into the TDF, and findings are described with illustrative quotes in Figure 2.
Knowledge
“The needs of men with advanced prostate cancer have been underestimated even within my own specialty [medicine]. A lot of my colleagues possibly aren’t in touch with supportive care developments. . . . They don’t realize the psychological distress that a lot of the patients go through. . . . The most important thing is to make sure we understand that we’re measuring the intervention directly.”

Skills
“Some of my [medical] colleagues, they’re just treating them medically. The biggest gap there I think is care coordination. There’s a lot of men that are facing death, and [they need] appropriate psychological counseling. . . . [Families] often get overlooked, and often they’re suffering just as much, if not more. They’re [men] not keen to see a counselor, but if you said, ‘Look, I’ve got someone who can go through all your treatment options.’ . . . They will find that much better.”

Social/Professional Role and Identity
“There’s a societal expectation on men. . . . Complaining might indicate that you’re not coping and, therefore, people might perceive you as less of a man.”

Beliefs About Capabilities
“Chronic symptoms or side effects of treatment will often get you down, and [men], might be less able to deal with the physical effects. . . . I think there are a lot of men who don’t have access to these services or aren’t told about them. I think that’s a really glaring area for me where people are just not getting the support that they need.”

Optimism
“Some urologists . . . lose interest, or it’s not really their expertise, and men are forced to live with these . . . symptoms and don’t feel supported. A lot of men are suffering in silence, thinking there’s no alternative . . . or they’re just not willing to bring their concerns to someone’s attention and they lose hope. If [men] see benefit, they will use it [psychological support], but they seldom do.”

Beliefs About Consequences
“Culturally, I think there can be a tendency by people in the bush [non-urban-based men] to be more accepting of their health . . . and not seeing their medical practitioner as much. There are so many advances in managing advanced disease, and having urologists manage rural men from a distance, I think, is dangerous. There’s a lot of unmet psychosocial needs of patients. I don’t think a lot of men take up psychology services . . . [so] prostate cancer care nurses are ‘the psycho-oncologist.’”

Reinforcement
“It’s cheaper and easier with telehealth. I’m a . . . firm believer in establishing networks so that if people need treatment [they go] to prostate assessment centers, which have strong alliances that they can back up with help and support.”

Intentions
“Sometimes they think they’re going to get a lot of extension of their survival, and they see that as of more value than relieving their suffering. . . . They think it will be easier for their family, so they don’t have to face up to their impending death . . . and that’s probably the most difficult conversation you will ever have in your role.”

Goals
“I think because they’ll go from a urologist . . . to a medical oncologist to a radiation oncologist . . . that can often be very compartmentalized. . . . One discipline knows what they’re doing, but sometimes they’re not completely informed. . . . We need to lift the profile of prostate cancer survivorship nationally to get some action.”

Memory, Attention, and Decision Processes
“There’s a lot of information, and often they’ll only take in the information that’s going to affect them for the next four weeks. . . . I think certainly one discussion is never enough for anything, anyway. I think that being able to help them filter through the information is very important.”

Environmental Context and Resources
“Supportive care information is often buried in all of that stuff. . . . ‘Here’s how we’re going to treat the cancer; ‘Here’s what you can expect;’ ‘Here’s some of the side effects.’ . . . The other supportive care aspects are often buried. . . . Where we lack resources and support is to . . . point them towards . . . those support mechanisms or materials . . . and help usher people through a complex healthcare system.”

Social Influences
“There’s a societal expectation. . . . Men are . . . less likely to confide in their doctor or their friends, especially if they’re not coping well, which . . . obviously makes it a challenge when you’re trying to identify when a problem exists or to offer support.”

Emotion
“I’m a man, and I know we’re difficult to engage with. . . . Men should ask, ‘What am I struggling with? Is this normal? . . . Can there be a better way of dealing with things?’ But they just don’t do that. They can find an obscure part for a car or figure out a fix on the farm, but they [emotionally] crumble when they’re faced with negotiating the health system and getting the help they need.”

Behavioral Regulation
“For some reason, they’re [men] happy to be quite open about their problems [to a nurse], but when you make suggestions about seeing a psychologist, they won’t. I think about 15% of those patients are meeting activity guidelines. They always seem reluctant to accept any counseling. There are barriers to uptake, so I think it’s really important to think about models of care and clinical care pathways.”
Domain 1: Knowledge
The participants believed that treatment options for men were progressing so quickly that maintaining currency of prostate cancer knowledge was challenging for healthcare professionals. A lack of current psycho-oncologic knowledge was acknowledged, particularly among medical professionals, resulting in variances in assessment of the needs of men with advanced prostate cancer. Healthcare professionals were uncertain about the type of men who benefit from supportive care, with their judgments based on how different personality types may respond to supportive care and social and partner supports. Uncertainty was further compounded by doubts among clinicians about the effectiveness of survivorship interventions; insufficient feedback from previous survivorship initiatives, resulting in a lack of procedural knowledge; and failure to ask men whether they found benefit in supportive care interventions to gain knowledge about their condition.

TABLE 2. Description of Steps Used to Choose the Behavior Change Techniques for the ProsCare Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and Enablers</th>
<th>Theoretical Domains</th>
<th>Intervention Components*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low awareness about the effectiveness of supportive care or how to provide it for men and their families, leading to pessimism about interventional value</td>
<td>Knowledge, Optimism, Environmental context and resources, Intentions, Memory, attention, and decision processes</td>
<td>Technique: Information provision (directed at survivor and practitioner) Mode: Specialist opinion leader-led workshops (Forsetlund et al., 2009) Inclusive of stakeholders Content: Specialist opinion leader (Johnson &amp; May, 2015), psycho-oncology information, services available, and effectiveness of supportive care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills to improve referral to psycho-oncology services among specialists</td>
<td>Skills, Behavioral regulation</td>
<td>Technique: Model/demonstrate the behavior; self-monitoring of behavior Mode: Facilitated workshop (Forsetlund et al., 2009) Content: Opinion leader elicits barriers from specialists, models distress screening (Chambers, Hyde, et al., 2017) and referral, self-monitors, and reports monitoring results to colleagues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower help-seeking behavior among men with advanced prostate cancer because of expectations around masculine responses to illness; perceived lack of capability among men to access and navigate through the healthcare system</td>
<td>Social/professional role and identity, Social influences, Behavioral regulation, Emotion, Beliefs about consequences, Beliefs about capabilities</td>
<td>Techniques: Social processes of affirmation in men building self-management skills Mode: Use of effective decision-aid training (Stacey et al., 2017) Content: Training on recognizing decisional conflict, describing concepts of decision support, tailoring decision support to callers needs, awareness of survivor decision aids, and use of decision coaching protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skill in care coordination; demand for model of care to facilitate access, particularly for rural men with prostate cancer</td>
<td>Skills, Reinforcement, Goals</td>
<td>Technique: Increasing skills in problem solving, decision making, and goal setting Mode: Barrier identification (Ralph et al., 2019); interprofessional scenario-based training (Stacey et al., 2017) Content: Learning package for healthcare professionals, models of care chosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of healthcare professionals and health resources to deliver supportive care including psycho-oncology services for men with advanced prostate cancer</td>
<td>Environmental context and resources</td>
<td>Techniques: Environmental change (e.g., objects to facilitate behavior) Mode: Facilitated workshop (Forsetlund et al., 2009) Content: Workshops (Forsetlund et al., 2009) and online educational resources for training non-prostate cancer specialist nurses in supportive care intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Technique is which behavioral change technique was chosen, mode is how the technique will be delivered, and content is what was delivered.
Domain 2: Skills
Healthcare professionals broadly agreed about the need to develop skills in providing psychological support and coping strategies for men, increasing partner involvement in care, and improving care coordination. Participants, including doctors, expressed a desire for specialists to develop skills in supportive care. There was also broad support for skills development around incorporating partners and family in care and helping them navigate through the system effectively.

Domain 3: Social/Professional Role and Identity
Social norms and identities were addressed by participants because they were seen to influence the uptake of supportive care among men with advanced prostate cancer. Participants expressed concern that stoicism and being a patriarch were common in men, as was low uptake of supportive care. These issues were amplified by the impact of anticancer treatments on masculine identity; mood and the emotions of men profoundly affected their self-concept and reduced their inclination to access treatment.

Domain 4: Beliefs About Capabilities
Participants expressed the belief that men often lacked the competence to cope with a diagnosis of advanced prostate cancer, which was exacerbated by inadequate capabilities in knowing how to access and navigate the healthcare system. Even when men accessed health care, concerns were expressed that the system did not provide adequate services to men with advanced prostate cancer, particularly for psychosocial care.

Domain 5: Optimism
Participants expressed pessimism around the potential for specialists to engage with and refer to supportive care interventions. However, participants also expressed pessimism about the perceived effectiveness of supportive care interventions, which was compounded by a lack of awareness among men about the services available.

Domain 6: Beliefs About Consequences
Participants suggested that the consequences of being stoic strongly contributed to men accepting their fate following a diagnosis of advanced prostate cancer. In turn, this muted men’s likelihood of expressing preferences for additional treatment or care. When medical specialists did not provide or promote psycho-oncologic care or refer to psychology services, nurses working in advanced prostate cancer care were seen to address unmet needs.

Domain 7: Reinforcement
Participants agreed that establishing different models of care was necessary to reinforce efforts for improving the care of men with advanced prostate cancer. Proposals, such as using telehealth to deliver supportive care and a national network of prostate cancer centers, were suggested to increase access to initial and ongoing treatment.

Domain 8: Intentions
Participants believed that men with advanced prostate cancer intended to extend their life more than improve the quality of it, resulting in healthcare professionals being less likely to refer to supportive care services. Although healthcare professionals intended to involve family members, they were often unsure of how to meaningfully include them in changing the emphasis of care.

Domain 9: Goals
The shared goal of participants was to see improved access to psycho-oncologic services for men with prostate cancer, particularly in rural Australia. Participants called for decentralizing access to treatment from hospitals to a model involving “drop-in centers” for improving care coordination. Identifying new models for coordinating care for men with prostate cancer was a shared priority. This included finding ways to engage men in conversations about their care and encourage them to accept help, such as support groups or exercise programs. Therefore, participants shared the goal of developing a public health campaign for prostate cancer to raise awareness and reduce social stigma around the disease.

Domain 10: Memory, Attention, and Decision Processes
Participants reported that memory and decision-making processes were relevant factors for men after a prostate cancer diagnosis. Because men with prostate cancer can struggle with information recall and informed decision making, there was concern that decisions were not revisited and that information initially provided to men may not continue to be relevant when the disease progressed. Some participants valued decision aids, but they were often not provided to men.
Domain 11: Environmental Context and Resources
The challenges of delivering supportive care to men with advanced prostate cancer were addressed by participants, including cost, time, and difficulty accessing services. Participants linked these barriers to limited general awareness about supportive care referral pathways and services among men and general practitioners, particularly in rural Australia. Participants argued for a range of strategies to increase awareness of prostate cancer survivorship challenges and services for them as a way of increasing professional referral and survivor uptake. However, resources were acknowledged as scarce, with relatively few services, such as prostate cancer specialist nurses, available in Australia.

Domain 12: Social Influences
Because of social norms, participants reported that social pressure often caused men to not seek support. Men were also reported to be less likely to reveal psychological distress and seek help from healthcare professionals.

Domain 13: Emotion
Emotion was a factor in participants calling for improved psychosocial care. Following a diagnosis of prostate cancer, men had to deal with the fear, stress, and anxiety of facing death or disease. Their mental status was further compounded by a lack of awareness about the impact that prostate cancer symptoms and treatment side effects had on their psychosocial well-being, as well as stress from being faced with navigating the healthcare system.

Domain 14: Behavioral Regulation
Without emphasized supportive care for men with prostate cancer, breaking habits, such as sedentary lifestyles and poor diet, was seen to be challenging. When partners were not engaged in action planning, healthcare professionals were not fully aware of men’s need for psycho-oncologic care. Participants frequently referred to examples of men preferring to discuss their needs with RNs while avoiding exercise physiologists and refusing referrals to a psychologist because of their associating the need for psychological care with mental illness. Participants saw new models of care and referral pathways as solutions for enabling improved behavioral regulation among men with prostate cancer. Following this analysis, the authors linked these barriers to corresponding BCTs and their modes of delivery (see Table 2).

Discussion
The current study extends previous research on the implementation of a supportive care intervention for men with advanced prostate cancer (Ralph et al., 2019) by creating a framework to address barriers using BCTs. Adapting French et al.’s (2012) approach enabled the rigorous selection of strategies that the authors had not previously identified for facilitating the rollout of a supportive care intervention. With more than half of prostate cancer survivors reporting high unmet supportive care needs (Smith et al., 2007), interventional development must include consideration of effectiveness, feasibility, and user friendliness to promote uptake and adherence. Therefore, more work is needed to identify drivers of healthcare access and treatment adherence in men because they typically underuse psycho-oncology care after a cancer diagnosis. However, discordantly, these men report significant unmet needs, including fatigue, cognitive function, and sarcopenia, often as a result of androgen deprivation therapy (Chambers et al., 2018). An Australian study by Chambers et al. (2018) of 32 men with advanced prostate cancer reported that men felt distressed about late diagnosis and treatment decisions, being discounted in the healthcare system, fear/uncertainty about the future, acceptance of their situation, masculinity, and treatment effects. Despite the need to address unmet needs, resourcing of psycho-oncology services is problematic because of reported gaps between the breadth of need and the availability of effective and easily deployable solutions (Ralph et al., 2019). To bridge these gaps, further research is needed to identify effective ways to treat a vast number of men and their loved ones in resource-limited contexts.

Therefore, the authors argue for a system-wide approach that promotes the value and urgency of targeted psychosocial care for men with advanced prostate cancer. This approach should acknowledge masculine models of coping and establish a context wherein men are expected, encouraged, and affirmed.
to use healthcare services and access support in the broader community—akin to widespread social expectations around adherence to biomedical services. The participants’ testimonials reflected significant challenges in care provision, with barriers to uptake more frequently seen as organizational or systemic issues in the current study findings than nuanced complexities regarding men’s reticence for help seeking. The current study highlights the importance of reframing models of care to be more “man-friendly” and cognizant of masculine models of coping and how men respond to a diagnosis of prostate cancer.

**Strengths and Limitations**

The study is limited by participants being healthcare professionals within Australia; therefore, consideration was given to an implementation climate-reflective of the Australian healthcare system. Although the authors’ approach to preimplementation planning is useful for using expert healthcare professionals to inform barrier identification and for responding to these barriers with targeted and theory-based solutions (Finnell, Stanton, & Downs, 2014), a limitation of this approach is that the effect of educational strategies on changes to implementation uptake are poorly understood, with further research needed in the area (Forsetlund et al., 2009; Grudniewicz et al., 2015). Study strengths include a highly experienced and broad sample of healthcare professionals working in prostate cancer survivorship care for an average of more than 15 years. As a limitation, being a study of Australian healthcare professionals, the findings may not be transferable to dissimilar populations and cultures and may not apply to low and middle-income countries.

**Implications for Nursing and Conclusion**

The findings have broad application to stakeholders aiming to identify evidence-informed methods for the prospects of a successful implementation. Although this study is specifically focused on a nurse-led intervention for men with advanced prostate cancer, it is broadly applicable to clinicians and researchers working to develop survivorship interventions in cancer care because the barriers faced are similar. Given the challenges of implementation reported in the literature, identifying solutions to lower the chance of failure is fundamental to addressing unmet needs among cancer survivors. Identifying barriers using a valid implementation framework and posing solutions to each of these issues using theory is a valuable approach for improving readiness for implementation. If adopted, these findings will significantly extend the supports available to improving the design and implementation of ProsCare. It will also facilitate careful and detailed expansion based on the latest evidence, contexts of care, implementation strategies, and behavioral change strategies to minimize the risk of nonadoption. With emerging preimplementation methods, it is necessary to report the effect of behavioral change strategies implementation success. Outcomes for measuring success may include use of distress screening and referral to and uptake of psycho-oncologic services among men with prostate cancer.
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